
READING AND WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM LESSON PLANS

Having a variety of interactive reading lessons continuously on hand teaches students the foundational skills to
carriagehouseautoresto.com's reading lesson plans gives parents and teachers the ability to teach students complex
Reading & writing.

Then pair them up with another student and have them discuss the topic. You can give the children writing
prompts or just let them write freely! For example, ask math students to create their own textbook pages as a
way to review before a big test. Then hold a class discussion and invite students to share their thoughts with
the whole class. Think-Pair-Share: After a lecture or presentation, invite the children to record their thoughts.
Short writing is going to be as important as long writing with the Common Core Standards. Check out our
collection of free writing across the curriculum resources! Journalists in all fields write articles. Writing
Across the Curriculum Benefits Teachers As daunting as writing across the curriculum may sound to some
teachers, there are a lot of positive things about incorporating writing into your lesson plans! All children will
have to express coherent thoughts in both short and long time periods. He suggests breaking your lectures
down into 5 to minute chunks and inviting the students to summarize what you spoke about at the end of each
block. Journals are an informal place for students to summarize their thoughts and think about class content,
no matter what the subject. For example, historical societies and museums publish pamphlets about historical
events. Writing is a great way to engage allof your students! Writing saves you time! The Common Core
requires students to think and learn in a much deeper way, and one of the best ways to facilitate that deeper
learning is to get kids writing. However you choose to implement writing across the curriculum, you can
provide yourself with some fun new activities and help your students recognize the important of expressing
themselves in words. There are many ways to incorporate writing into lesson plans without requiring a teacher
to become a six traits whiz. Going forward it will be more important than ever that teachers coordinate their
lesson plans in support of the Common Core Standards. In order to write, you have to have a point of view.
Classroom activities to boost the fun factor and keep students engaged. Why Write Across the Curriculum? In
addition, studies have shown that writing helps boost student achievement across the board because it actively
engages children. The point is deeper learning, not a perfectly developed writing product as one would aim for
in English class. And districts all over the country are adjusting their curriculums to meet the challenge.
Discussion in Writing For a really memorable use of writing in the classroom, have teacher-sanctioned
note-passing. Is your school working on writing across the curriculum? Writing can be a very efficient way to
cover multiple standards at once because it is such a complex, multifaceted task. So ask your students to write
research-based arguments, not just persuasive arguments. Teachers of all subjects create or obtain worksheets
and textbooks. Think-Pair-Share Another bellringer option, Think Pair Share is also a great activity to use in
connection with multimedia presentations or lectures. Writing helps teachers monitor student progress and
gauge their strengths and weaknesses. For example, mathematicians write theorems and textbook problems.
Scientists write articles for magazines. This means that the burden of literacy will shift to the entire teaching
staff. They need to explain the mathematical concept in words, create example problems, and make sure they
are solved correctly. Reserve the right to read any notes that are passed, to keep students on topic. Happy
Writing! Writing Across the Curriculum is a movement that began in the s and is gaining a lot of attention
these days. Have the kids create a website or a pamphlet for some real world writing experience. Writing
develops critical thinking skills. Scientists write lab reports. Set a timer for 10 minutes and give the children a
writing prompt.


